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while most of us have moments of loving freely and openly it is often hard to sustain this where it matters most in our intimate relationships why if love is so great and powerful are human relationships so challenging and difficult if love is the source of happiness and joy why is it so hard to open to it fully and let it govern our lives in this book john welwood addresses these questions and shows us how to overcome the most fundamental obstacle that keeps us from experiencing love s full flowering in our lives perfect love imperfect relationships begins by showing how all our relational problems arise out of a universal core wounding around love that affects not only our personal relationships but the quality of life in our world as a whole this wounding shows up as a pervasive mood of unlove a deep sense that we are not intrinsically lovable just as we are and this shuts down our capacity to trust so that even though we may hunger for love we have difficulty opening to it and letting it circulate freely through us this book takes the reader on a powerful journey of healing and transformation that involves learning to embrace our humanness and appreciate the imperfections of our relationships as trail markers along the path to great love it sets forth a process for releasing deep seated grievances we hold against others for not loving us better and against ourselves for not being better loved and it shows how our longing to be loved can magnetize the great love that will free us from looking to others to find ourselves written with penetrating realism and a fresh lyrical style that honors the subtlety and richness of our relationship to love itself this revolutionary book offers profound and practical guidance for healing our lives as well as our embattled world embracing the messiness of real love the joy of imperfect loveexplores attachment issues and personal growth uncovering the secrets to lasting joy filled connections stuck in unhealthy relationship dynamics yearning to find or be that perfect someone can you accept someone while also wanting them to grow the key to healthy relationships is accepting that real love is messy imperfect and a work in progress clinical psychologist dr carla marie manly s the joy of imperfect love guides readers on a transformative journey of compassionate healthy love with research backed insights captivating case studies and empowering exercises readers explore how attachment issues and unresolved personal issues negatively impact both self love and the quality of our relationships dr manly offers sound solutions for creating the awareness and healthy habits that promote lasting love readers will breathe a sigh of deep relief as they discover the doable real life secrets to creating joy filled relationships and genuine imperfect love please note this is a companion version not the original book sample book insights 1 the pure essence of love is like the sun in a cloudless sky and it shines through relationships most brightly in beginnings and endings when you put yourself aside and open up to another person you are demonstrating the pure essence of love 2 when two people are able to see and appreciate each other as they are they share a moment of i thou recognition this provides them with a sense of well being and power as they realize that they belong to all 3 human love helps us connect with who we really are and this is indispensable because it helps us realize our essential beauty and power where we are one with life itself because we are completely transparent to life 4 love is a healing power that can only work on what presents itself for healing if our woundedness remains hidden it can only foster love is always relative never absolute arielle ford s wabi sabi love follows the success of her international bestseller the soulmate secret by revealing how to make love last forever using the ancient japanese idea of illuminating the beauty in imperfection known as wabi sabi wabi sabi love provides all the tools necessary for you to experience more balance harmony and joy in your relationship than ever before no matter what stage of your relationship arielle ford delivers the secret to lasting love to quote deepak chopra wabi sabi love weds ancient wisdom and modern concerns to create the formula for a sustainable loving relationship for years to come bonded love how god s love shines through imperfect relationships is an inspirational book that examines biblical relationships including the loving relationship god has with all his believers the author damone paul johnson demonstrates this love by walking readers through broken relationships and situations and revealing just how god s love shines through he shows you how this powerful love can restore renew and revitalize the relationships in your life that go through storms stresses and strains whether your relationships are physically spiritually financially emotionally or psychologically flawed god s love can still strengthen empower and equip you in any relationship you may have husband and wife parent and child brother and sister friends a next or an ex if we want love why do we often settle for less from the foreword by jason and crystallina evert tired of toxic relationships many young adults want to clean up their love lives they desire to give their lives to christ and turn away from sin but without a concrete plan they quickly fall back into old habits featuring daily reflections and resolutions this forty day detox provides a practical cleanse for those who want to purify themselves from the poisoned dating culture and live a life of authentic freedom respect and love inside you ll find compelling and clear explanations of god s plans for love dating and sex hopeful true life stories of people who have successfully moved from desiring chastity to actually living itpractical tools habits and strategies to live more virtuously with joy and freedom discussed in this book are concepts of acceptance empathy and grace balance and equality communication vulnerability trust and security these will all be tied into what i call unconditional love audiences of every religious tradition respond to mary manin morrissey s powerful message that we already have what it takes to create what we most desire in the world a fulfilling partnership a better marriage closeness with children parents and friends learning how to ask for and listen to divine guidance gives us access to the love that is always there for us through dozens of
compelling vividly told stories mary shows how ordinary struggling relationships are transformed when we learn to follow seven basic spiritual principles a new wife breaks through the hostility of her reluctant stepson a young woman who has been rejected too many times learns to love again a teenage boy turns away from anger to find his life s goal an aging mother and her daughter heal a lifetime of hurt each chapter ends with simple but profound practices that will enable readers to discover the creative partnership that god offers every one of us and to put the teachings into action in their day to day lives troy d haskin is back to tell it like it is in the second volume of his relationship how to series the imperfect man in his volume he covers far more chapters and just as many detailed topics on relationships sexual pleasures whether or not gay sex is better than straight sex woman s sexual peak learning how to spice up your relationship ans love life etc of course as troy claims he s no relationship expert but he does have extensive knowledge and experience in all departments of how to make a relationship work you know where you want to be in a relationship but because of past failures you have a difficult time accepting the imperfection in others as well as in yourself you have been struggling with the idea of having a great relationship and the failure of your past relationships have left you somewhat jaded perhaps everyone you have encountered is a horrible person they had no idea what they wanted and they didn t give you what you needed and had no idea how to love you on top of it all you feel like you have wasted a lot of time with the wrong person if these statements sound familiar way down in the city of your soul this book is for you everyone wants to be loved and wants to have someone in their lives who will be the perfectly imperfect companion for them this book will help you see through a different lens it will help you to have the love you desire for your life in this book kim love jones teaches us how to live a life of authenticity that will bring about the necessary mindset changes for obtaining your best relationship ever it allows you to see how controlling your thoughts word and deeds will facilitate your personal growth as it pertains to not only your romantic relationship but in all relationships this is not your everyday standard run of the mill dating book finding love is only half the battle what you do with it when you find it is where this book comes in this book is specifically designed to present small short bursts of straight talk about different aspects of relationships that affect us all it is a book designed for anyone hoping to break relationship patterns that keep you going around and around the same mountain over and over again as you learn change the way you think about love and relationships you will discover that while we all are searching for true love it is often found in the midst of imperfect love imperfect people learning to become better and better everyday perfection 10 years of love is a collection of poetry about a perfectly imperfect relationship join the author s journey diving into the first 10 years spent with his wife explore the ups and the downs the ecstasy and the despair the support and the disappointment this relatable tale is told through poems of various lengths and styles including everything from bite sized instagram friendly couplets to fast paced hard hitting rhymes to gentle and elegant free verse and a sonnet for good measure the array of styles complements the array of sentiments echoing through the pages taking the reader on a relationship rollercoaster that they will want to keep riding to the very last page what if you were given a second chance at first love would you take it s the number of years since i ve been home 4 the number of people who know my secret 3 the number of times i attempted to move on 2 the number of months i spent crying after i left 1 the number of men i ll love in my lifetime they say everyone has one true love one person who was made just for them a person they were meant to spend the rest of their life with for me that person was wyatt our love was perfect when we were together nothing else mattered not college not our parents because our relationship wasn t about anyone else we had big plans for our future together the thing about life it doesn t always go as planned a renowned couples counselor identifies the lone source of all relationship issues and provides ground breaking solutions while most of us occasionally love freely and honestly it is frequently difficult to maintain this in our most intimate relationships where it counts the most why are human relationships so challenging and tough if love is so great and powerful if love is the source of joy and happiness why is it so difficult to completely embrace it and allow it to rule our lives rachel b large answers these queries in this book and demonstrates how to get past the most basic barrier standing in the way of our lives being fully blossomed by love in the first chapter of perfect love imperfect relationships the author demonstrates how a common wound of the heart underlies all of our interpersonal issues and has an impact not only on the quality of our interpersonal relationships but also on the quality of living in general this profound wound manifests as a pervasive state of unloved a conviction that we are not inherently lovable in our current state it disables our ability to trust making it difficult for us to open up to and allow love to easily flow through us despite the fact that we may be in need of it through learning to accept these flaws both within ourselves and within our relationships as trail markers on the way to great love this book takes the reader on a transformative journey of healing and transformation it outlines a procedure for letting go of long held grudges we harbor against other people for not loving us better and against ourselves for not being loved better additionally it demonstrates how our desire for love can attract the great love that will set us free from the need to seek outside of ourselves for identity this ground breaking book offers profound and useful advice for mending both our relationships and our troubled world it is written with penetrating realism and a new lyrical language that respects the subtlety and richness of our relationship to love itself problems with dating and marriage are often about nothing which can be funny if they don t involve you fortunately you are not involved in the problems shown in this book so you might enjoy the humor also fortunately you probably have had similar problems so that you will relate to and understand many of the cartoons the problems presented are not the big ones with names like infidelity money illness or booze they are the little ones without names that can happen many times a day to couples who are doing well no books or psychological counselors worth their salt even deal with problems at this level however the problems are annoying and as long as they re around we might as well
make lemonade out of these lemons and have a good laugh and maybe a little more insight lovescapes introduces the reader to the various meanings and manifestations of love and its many cognates such as compassion caring altruism empathy and forgiveness it addresses how love and compassion have been understood in history and the religions of the world it goes on to explore the ways that our environments and heredity influence our capacity to love and suggests ways to cultivate love and compassion in one s life the book shows how the values of love and compassion are integral to finding humane solutions to the daunting problems we face as individuals as a human family and as an earth community a world in crisis lovescapes has the following features describing how love is the essence of the divine and therefore the ground of reality understanding the meaning of love and its place in our lives learning how love and compassion have been understood across history culture and tradition gaining insight about how to increase our capacity to love and show compassion discerning how love and compassion can be applied in all aspects of our lives in the regions where we live and in our global setting new short stories from christopher t leland that explore love in all of its forms and complexities boy meets girl they make a quick deal fake relationship and they dont fall in love wait what the new tight end for the new york sharks brent crawford is one of the sexiest men alive but he needs an image makeover with allegations of assault his sponsors are threatening to drop him he needs a miracle he needs gwen mcdougall former fashion model and national heroic sweetheart gwen immerses herself into photography wanting to be on the other side of the lens for a change she wants more from her photography jobs than premeditated shots of b list celebutantes and now is her chance gwen just has to agree to help brent shine up his tarnished reputation easy peasy after all he s brent crawford it s picture perfect but brent s not the crawford brother she wants suddenly picture perfect is rather imperfect not your typical fake relationship romance can be read as a stand alone novel and has a guaranteed hea full of wisdom as well as practical guidance about how to bring spiritual illumination into the very heart of our humanness john welwood author of perfect love imperfect relationships and journey of the heart our natural state is to love and be loved from deep within we re compelled to seek connection yet relationships remain a struggle even for the most spiritually enlightened among us traumatic experiences insecure attachment and especially the false but commonly held belief that we are separate both from each other and from the love we seek can cause endless problems in relationships as long as our connections are built on this untruth lasting love and harmony in relationship will elude us awakening relating can help written by a licensed therapist and pioneer in bringing the most direct teachings of non duality into the practice of psychotherapy this book offers practical guidance for improving relationships through awakened relating a more enlightened experience of falling in love communication conflict resolution and sexuality with examples guidelines and experiential inquiries for realizing your true nature this book will dispel common myths and mistaken beliefs about intimacy and help you cultivate a loving relationship with yourself and others including inspirational stories of people who practice awakened relating in their own lives this book will show you how to identify transform and resolve the deep psychological issues that prevent you from having the harmonious loving relationships you seek now is the time to realize the deep and ever present love that exists within and all around you a little something you can do every day to grow closer together develop growth and harmony with the mindful relationship it s an easy guide that uses self awareness to manage conflict strengthen communication and deepen intimacy between partners the latest in research based relationship books it offers mindfulness tools that create a new path toward feeling more seen and loved it s one of the only relationship books based in using meditation and therapy to help you feel more grounded and attentive move beyond bias and judgment and keep happiness and understanding at the center of your partnership the mindful relationship features everything relationship books should personal and shared these exercises can be done as a couple or on your own practice makes habit turn these practices into habits that will positively impact all of your relationships a journey of growth start seeing yourself your relationship and your partner more mindfully make your relationship a sustainable one with techniques that you won t find in other relationship books a novel set in contemporary ghana exploring the romantic relationships of three professional women and their partners our culture is showing the cracks of a growing fracture soaring divorce rates a crippled economy that rewards the few and punishes the many religious fueled hatred record rates of depression the headlines paint a grim picture we inhabit a society that desperately needs fixing but as rabbi shmuley boteach reveals in his new book renewal our society can make whole again when we as individuals make the choice to live a life based on values for too long conversations about values have been derailed by political movements trying to score points over hot button issues like gay marriage or abortion boteach one of our wisest and most respected counselors and spiritual experts reaches deep into our history and into our shared religious legacy to revive the key universal values of judaism for our struggling world he presents these age old ideas as guideposts for the challenges of modern times these values whose roots are in the bible and thousands of years of jewish spiritual living can be applied to anyone in the modern world from christians and muslims to atheists and agnostics who want to renew their existence and recommit themselves to the most precious things in life renewal shows everyone how to use the timeless values of the hebrew bible and judaism to live a more fulfilling modern life destiny unlike the greeks who believed that life was scripted from birth the jews believe in destiny in short they reject the idea of tragic fates and instead champion the individuals capacity to create their own destiny through individual choice redemption christians and muslims emphasize salvation or the need for man to become spiritual to refine his character and earn a place in heaven but jews believe in world redemption the capacity for the individuals to make heaven here on earth for the betterment of the community action what you do is more important than what you believe good deeds always supersede good dogma enlightenment jews are an infinitely curious people and believe that the great bane of existence boredom can only be cured by
knowledge marriage refers not just to the institution but rather the softening of the masculine by exposure to the feminine a culture that does not know how to respect women is bound to collapse struggle it is wrestling with our nature rather than attaining perfection that constitutes true righteousness everyone is somehow flawed but righteousness is found in the struggle to do right amid a predilection to act selfishly sacred time whereas other religions sanctify space Jewish values privilege special moments the sabbath day the holiest day of the week provides a time for connecting with family and friends they say haskin has done it again people in the first 2 volumes he takes you on relationship roller coaster ride and epic journey covering so many aspects involving the dating world and beyond in this volume he does that and more by making this his most in depth relationship advice book yet not only does he teaches the world how to re evaluate how they pursue relationships and each other he covers the dating world from a black male female perspective if you haven t gotten the previous volumes of this awesome series i truly don t know what you all are waiting on seriously this volume not only covers 10x as much but the chapters are far longer and detailed also finally you all actual most have an author who know s not only how to draw ever reader in but also command their attention the imperfect man vol 3 first 2 chapters free download now mediafire com 5zccj44e137tpq3q tiasha i am very annoyed akaaash that s your job tiasha good that you are doing it well tiasha and i am very serious akaaash when are you not tiasha argh i hate you akaaash akaaash thank god for small mercies just like a scoop of vanilla ice cream makes the sizzling chocolate brownie delicious these best friends complimented each other a chef by passion tiasha jumps and waves through her professional choices while akaaash the witty stand up comedian knows exactly what he wants he was the tranquility which refugees crave to stay in and she was the refugee who wanted to wander and explore imperfect misfits is a story of perfect misfits food frolic emotions and their endless imperfections the question is will their friendship survive through this wavy journey of love imagine discovering more of who you and your partner are meant to be and increasing your love intimacy and spiritual awareness all at the same time divinely attuned stands at the intersection of spirituality science and psychology guiding you and your partner to a new level of intimacy and spirituality with a minimum of technical jargon and an abundance of positive straightforward language you ll learn how to use neuroscience psychology and practical practice to help your good relationship become more vibrant than ever dr richard has given the world a gift her gentle wisdom and counsel on the intersection of love and the divine in relationship as a psychotherapist she deftly combines new brain science with ancient knowledge taking readers deeper into their understanding of what creates a satisfying connection with a beloved partner dr richard includes inspiring exercises and activities for couples to do together so that they can experience divine attunement for themselves uniquely this book includes a discussion of sexuality as an expression of divine love along with practical tips for better sex at any age the reader who picks up this book will surely be glad they did dr stephanie buehler author love sex and mental illness a couple s guide to staying connected new and enlarged edition transpersonal psychology concerns the study of those states and processes in which people experience a deeper sense of who they are or a greater sense of connectedness with others with nature or the spiritual dimension pioneered by respected researchers such as jung maslow and tart it has nonetheless struggled to find recognition among mainstream scientists now that is starting to change dr michael daniels teaches the subject as part of a broadly based psychology curriculum and this new and enlarged edition of his book brings together the fruits of his studies over recent years it will be of special value to students and its accessible style will appeal also to all who are interested in the spiritual dimension of human experience the book includes a detailed 38 page glossary of terms and detailed indexes this groundbreaking guide is for every woman who is ready to create a stronger healthier more satisfying partnership unlike other relationship books which focus on changing a mate loving an imperfect man provides a road map to a totally different path a path whose focus is solely on you your personal growth your healing your getting in touch with your inner worth i m perfectly happy with the man in my life after spending more than ten years working with thousands of women nationally acclaimed lecturer and bestselling author ellen sue stern is convinced that deep within every woman s heart that ideal is what she yearns for the good news is that despite their discontent the majority of women remain committed to the possibility of improving their relationships the bad news is that many women are starting to run out of ideas patience and time put yourself in charge now and stop waiting for your partner to fulfill your dreams loving an imperfect man is the winning blueprint to discovering how to love and accept your man for who he is and reinvest your energy toward becoming the strong powerful and deserving woman you truly are learn how to manifest a life of wealth and abundance in manifesting wealth taylor ellwood shares holistic wealth magic techniques and practices that teaches you how to manifest a life of wealth and abundance for yourself in this book you will learn financial tips and resources to reduce debt and improve investments how to proactively plan for a happier healthier life how to define what wealth means to you and start manifesting it in your life how to create and sustain proactive relationships with the people in your life how and when to apply wealth magic to manifest prosperity in your life if you want to manifest a life of wealth you need to learn the skills and techniques that will help you proactively and holistically shape your life to create that wealth this book will teach you those skills and the practical magic to manifest prosperity love and health in your life a joyful reminder of the transformative power of love in the world dr brian weiss author of many lives many masters holden writes with a sense of humor clarity and compassion about the depth of love we are all capable of and in fact we all embody a joyful illuminating book to read sharon salzberg author of lovingkindness love is your destiny it is the purpose of your life it is the key to your happiness and to the evolution of the world loveability is a meditation on love it addresses the most
important thing you will ever learn all the happiness health and abundance you experience in life comes from your ability to love and be loved this ability is innate not acquired robert holden is the creator of a unique program on love called loveability which he teaches worldwide he has helped thousands of people to transform their experience of love here he weaves a beautiful mix of timeless principles and helpful practices about the nature of true love with great intimacy and warmth he shares stories conversations meditations and poetry that have inspired him in his personal inquiry on love key themes include your destiny is not just to find love it is to be the most loving person you can be self love is how you are meant to feel about yourself it is the key to loving others when you think something is missing in a relationship it is probably you forgiveness helps you to see that love has never hurt you it is only your misperceptions of love that hurt the greatest influence you can have in any situation is to be the presence of love love is the real work of your life says robert as you release the blocks to love you flourish even more in your relationships work and life it is said that every life has a story and every story has a lesson forever just married is the story of a young man and woman who fell madly in love the first time they met and parlayed the initial fireworks into an amazing 55 year relationship overcoming betrayal heartbreak and deception the result is a unique coupling of two strong willed independent people who grew both individually and together because of one important decision they made along the way we will give in but we will never give up both agree they have been divorced and remarried many times but always to the same person the story traces the amazing journey of marilyn and kent pelz from their initial blind date in 1961 in mission hills kansas to their 30 year stint in one house overlooking the pacific ocean in malibu california to their current lives as minister and spiritual counselors in san jose in this book kent and marilyn reveal the major challenges they faced how they overcame these challenges and the lessons they learned about how to create a workable and sustainable relationship with each other and others forever just married is a chronological overview of the authors married life they highlight a particular struggle or unconscious behavior that played out over their lifetimes and how they overcame it and the lessons they learned they offer suggested exercises that the reader and her partner can utilize to fully benefit from the authors life experiences meet st thérèse as never before in this latest book from br joseph schmidt he provides practical teachings on how to live a life of grace and gratitude derived directly from the qualities and lessons that thérèse learned to rely upon each chapter contains material directly from the writings and life experience of thérèse as well as mentoring messages that connect her wisdom with daily life today it s like having st thérèse as your spiritual director and what could be better than that innocence remembered takes you on a journey through the mysteries of human nature and discusses the key aspects of good health and healing the main objective is to point out how beliefs of right and wrong and guilt and innocence affect our everyday lives on a personal as well as on a global level after completing this journey you will understand why we continue to create dis ease and suffering and how we can change course you will feel more compassionate with yourself and others have more trust in the benevolence of the universal forces and create your experiences from a heightened sense of peace innocence remembered is filled with invaluable information for anyone who is interested in personal healing spiritual growth ecological and economical balance and global peace increasingly we seem to live in a culture of fear amid threats of terrorism violence environmental disasters and distrust in our leaders fear and groundlessness are pervasive but according to buddhist teacher gaylon ferguson it is the very potency of this fear that makes it such a powerful tool for personal and cultural transformation natural bravery offers wise and pointed teachings for helping us to look at fear with immediacy and courage and to engage with it as a path to transform ourselves and the world walking this path we learn to cultivate fearlessness and to connect more deeply with others and with the natural world winner of the 2014 silver independent publisher book award in the relationship category and winner of the spirituality and practice award as one of the best spiritual books of 2013 the search for inner peace is often met with what seems like a conflicting path the irresistible pull of love and connection with others to which we are drawn reconciling these opposites john amodeo shows how spirituality and vibrant relationships are identical he says that buddha s concept of the root of suffering is misunderstood it is not desire that causes suffering desire is the fire that springs from the basic life force drawing upon the science of attachment theory amodeo illuminates how the root of our suffering is disconnection from ourselves and others which is fueled by clinging to what doesn t serve us in a conversational tone amodeo presents relationship as sacred experience he teaches how to welcome desire mindfully rather than suppress it and how to overcome fear of failure in relating he also discusses meditation as self intimacy and holding ourselves with loving kindness lastly he explores the role of community in spiritual awakening and the issue of whom to trust our guru or ourselves we all have past experiences we wish we could redo or undo altogether in nothing wasted counselor and teacher kasey van norman s vulnerability invites you to discover god s personal and purposeful design for your future not in spite of your story but through it what if the pain and mistakes of your past are exactly what god wants to use to redeem your future a difficult childhood public infidelity and a fight with cancer kasey van norman has walked a rocky road of regret and loss shockingly god would take her back to move her forward uprooting her undealt with wounds secret shame and intimacy sabotaging patterns of behavior no longer running from her past but instead allowing herself to be defined by it kasey discovered a god more intentional and loving than she d ever believed him to be in this book she shares the truth that no part of our life story is wasted but purposefully designed and used by god to shape who we are meant to be with vulnerability sound doctrine and humor kasey unfolds the brokenness in her own life to remind you that a holy sovereign god lovingly works through your past mistakes help you look at your own past to embrace it as the necessary setup for your future point to the god who can weave together a beautiful story of redemption in your life no experience or relationship has been a mistake
you are no mere byproduct of random events and you do not need a do over because with god nothing is wasted
also available video study and study guide ?????? ???????? ????????????? ?????? ?????? ???? ???????
?? ??? ??????? ????????????????? ?????? ????????1????????? women face many challenging transitions
on the pilgrimage from girlhood through womanhood menses love and heartbreak motherhood menopause
devoid of a central narrative these rites of passage too often happen in shame and secrecy leaving women
doubting their personal power and self worth bestselling author and founder of the way of the happy woman saraf
avant stover saw how women erroneously viewed these initiations as curses and sought to present a new model
that reflected the power and wisdom unique to the feminine path the book of she celebrates all that it means to be
a woman from mythological underpinnings to the cycles of our day to day lives drawing on archetypes including
mary magdalene the dark goddess and green tara stover will guide you on a journey home to psychological
wholeness personal empowerment and ultimately full feminine spiritual awakening brimming with mystery and
magic this provocative book makes ancient wisdom and healing practices accessible to every woman who is
ready to revel in her full femininity the dark and the light through joyfully becoming the heroine of her own life
a treasury of the most notable profound and thought provoking buddhism inspired writing published in the last
year the best buddhist writing 2009 includes an interview with novelist tom robbins guiding principles for a new
eкосpirituality from thich nhat hanh jack kornfield on basic human goodness pico iyer s portrait of the dalai lama
olivia ames hoblitzelle on a couple s journey through alzheimer s disease the dzogchen ponlop rinpoche on the
true enlightened nature of mind wendy johnson on bringing the beginner s mind to gardening a mindfulness
practice from pema ch dr n to help us wake up to the world around us joan halifax on approaching death with
fearlessness and compassion peggy rove ward and larry ward with stories meditations and exercises for
experiencing love in a new and deeper way natalie goldberg on the art of writing personal memoir dzigar kongtr
l on our search for happiness sharon salzberg on overcoming passion aggression and ignorance in our
relationships stephanie kaza on making environmentalism a spiritual path not just a change in lifestyle meshuga
wisdom from rabbi rami shapiro john welwood on how we can use our relationships for profound spiritual
growth and much more

Perfect Love, Imperfect Relationships

while most of us have moments of loving freely and openly it is often hard to sustain this where it matters most
in our intimate relationships why if love is so great and powerful are human relationships so challenging and
difficult if love is the source of happiness and joy why is it so hard to open to it fully and let it govern our lives
in this book john welwood addresses these questions and shows us how to overcome the most fundamental
obstacle that keeps us from experiencing love s full flowering in our lives perfect love imperfect relationships
begins by showing how all our relational problems arise out of a universal core wounding around love that
affects not only our personal relationships but the quality of life in our world as a whole this wounding shows up
as a pervasive mood of unlove a deep sense that we are not intrinsically lovable just as we are and this shuts
down our capacity to trust so that even though we may hunger for love we have difficulty opening to it and
letting it circulate freely through us this book takes the reader on a powerful journey of healing and
transformation that involves learning to embrace our humanness and appreciate the imperfections of our
relationships as trail markers along the path to great love it sets forth a process for releasing deep seated
grievances we hold against others for not loving us better and against ourselves for not being better loved and it
shows how our longing to be loved can magnetize the great love that will free us from looking to others to find
ourselves written with penetrating realism and a fresh lyrical style that honors the subtlety and richness of our
relationship to love itself this revolutionary book offers profound and practical guidance for healing our lives as
well as our embattled world

The Joy of Imperfect Love

embracing the messiness of real love the joy of imperfect loveexplores attachment issues and personal growth
uncovering the secrets to lasting joy filled connections stuck in unhealthy relationship dynamics yearning to find
or be that perfect someone can you accept someone while also wanting them to grow the key to healthy
relationships is accepting that real love is messy imperfect and a work in progress clinical psychologist dr carla
marie manly s the joy of imperfect love guides readers on a transformative journey of compassionate healthy
love with research backed insights captivating case studies and empowering exercises readers explore how
attachment issues and unresolved personal issues negatively impact both self love and the quality of our
relationships dr manly offers sound solutions for creating the awareness and healthy habits that promote lasting
love readers will breathe a sigh of deep relief as they discover the doable real life secrets to creating joy filled
Summary of John Welwood's Perfect Love, Imperfect Relationships
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please note this is a companion version not the original book sample book insights 1 the pure essence of love is like the sun in a cloudless sky and it shines through relationships most brightly in beginnings and endings when you put yourself aside and open up to another person you are demonstrating the pure essence of love 2 when two people are able to see and appreciate each other as they are they share a moment of i thou recognition this provides them with a sense of well being and power as they realize that they belong to all 3 human love helps us connect with who we really are it is indispensable because it helps us realize our essential beauty and power where we are one with life itself because we are completely transparent to life 4 love is a healing power that can only work on what presents itself for healing if our woundedness remains hidden it can only fester love is always relative never absolute

Wabi Sabi Love

2012-01-03

arielle ford s wabi sabi love follows the success of her international bestseller the soulmate secret by revealing how to make love last forever using the ancient japanese idea of illuminating the beauty in imperfection known as wabi sabi wabi sabi love provides all the tools necessary for you to experience more balance harmony and joy in your relationship than ever before no matter what stage of your relationship arielle ford delivers the secret to lasting love to quote deepak chopra wabi sabi love weds ancient wisdom and modern concerns to create the formula for a sustainable loving relationship for years to come

Bonded Love: How God's Love Shines Through Imperfect Relationships

2022-03

bonded love how god s love shines through imperfect relationships is an inspirational book that examines biblical relationships including the loving relationship god has with all his believers the author damone paul johnson demonstrates this love by walking readers through broken relationships and situations and revealing just how god s love shines through he shows you how this powerful love can restore renew and revive the relationships in your life that go through storms stresses and strains whether your relationships are physically spiritually financially emotionally or psychologically flawed god s love can still strengthen empower and equip you in any relationship you may have husband and wife parent and child brother and sister friends a next or an ex

Dating Detox

2016

if we want love why do we often settle for less from the foreword by jason and crystalina evert tired of toxic relationships many young adults want to clean up their love lives they desire to give their lives to christ and turn away from sin but without a concrete plan they quickly fall back into old habits featuring daily reflections and resolutions this forty day detox provides a practical cleanse for those who want to purify themselves from the poisoned dating culture and live a life of authentic freedom respect and love inside you ll find compelling and clear explanations of god s plans for love dating and sex hopeful true life stories of people who have successfully moved from desiring chastity to actually living itpractical tools habits and strategies to live more virtuously with joy and freedom
discussed in this book are concepts of acceptance, empathy, and grace, balance, and equality, communication, vulnerability, trust, and security; these will all be tied into what I call unconditional love.

No Less Than Greatness

2001

Audiences of every religious tradition respond to Mary Manin Morrissey's powerful message that we already have what it takes to create what we most desire in the world: a fulfilling partnership, a better marriage, closeness with children, parents, and friends. Learning how to ask for and listen to divine guidance gives us access to the love that is always there for us. Through dozens of compelling, vividly told stories, Mary shows how ordinary struggling relationships are transformed when we learn to follow seven basic spiritual principles. A new wife breaks through the hostility of her reluctant stepson, a young woman who has been rejected too many times learns to love again, a teenage boy turns away from anger to find his life's goal, an aging mother and her daughter heal a lifetime of hurt. Each chapter ends with simple but profound practices that will enable readers to discover the creative partnership that God offers every one of us and to put the teachings into action in their day to day lives.

The Imperfect Man (Vol. 2)

2011-09-09

Troy D. Haskin is back to tell it like it is in the second volume of his Relationship How To series, The Imperfect Man. In his volume, he covers far more chapters and just as many detailed topics on relationships, sexual pleasures, whether or not gay sex is better than straight sex, women's sexual peak, learning how to spice up your relationship, and love life, etc. Of course, as Troy claims, he is no relationship expert, but he does have extensive knowledge and experience in all departments of how to make a relationship work.

Perfectly Imperfect

2016-11-25

You know where you want to be in a relationship but because of past failures, you have a difficult time accepting the imperfection in others as well as in yourself. You have been struggling with the idea of having a great relationship, and the failure of your past relationships have left you somewhat jaded. Perhaps everyone you have encountered is a horrible person: they had no idea what they wanted, and they didn't give you what you needed and had no idea how to love you on top of it all. You feel like you have wasted a lot of time with the wrong person. If these statements sound familiar, way down in the city of your soul, this book is for you! Everyone wants to be loved and wants to have someone in their lives who will be the perfectly imperfect companion for them. This book will help you see through a different lens; it will help you have the love you desire for your life. In this book, Kim Love Jones teaches us how to live a life of authenticity that will bring about the necessary mindset changes for obtaining your best relationship ever. It allows you to see how controlling your thoughts, word, and deeds will facilitate your personal growth as it pertains to not only your romantic relationship but in all relationships.

Imperfect Love

2017-11-15

This is not your everyday standard run of the mill dating book. Finding love is only half the battle; what you do with it when you find it is where this book comes in. This book is specifically designed to present small short...
bursts of straight talk about different aspects of relationships that affect us all. It is a book designed for anyone hoping to break relationship patterns that keep you going around and around the same mountain over and over again as you learn change the way you think about love and relationships you will discover that while we all are searching for true love it is often found in the midst of imperfect love imperfect people learning to become better and better everyday.

Perfection

2021-05-27

perfection 10 years of love is a collection of poetry about a perfectly imperfect relationship join the author’s journey diving into the first 10 years spent with his wife explore the ups and the downs the ecstasy and the despair the support and the disappointment this relatable tale is told through poems of various lengths and styles including everything from bite sized instagram friendly couplets to fast paced hard hitting rhymes to gentle and elegant free verse and a sonnet for good measure the array of styles complements the array of sentiments echoing through the pages taking the reader on a relationship rollercoaster that they will want to keep riding to the very last page.

Imperfect Love Story

2019-08-16

what if you were given a second chance at first love would you take it 5 the number of years since i’ve been home 4 the number of people who know my secret 3 the number of times i attempted to move on 2 the number of months i spent crying after i left 1 the number of men i’ll love in my lifetime they say everyone has one true love one person who was made just for them a person they were meant to spend the rest of their life with for me that person was wyatt our love was perfect when we were together nothing else mattered not college not our parents because our relationship wasn’t about anyone else we had big plans for our future together the thing about life it doesn’t always go as planned.

Frienship and Love

2023-03-03

a renowned couples counselor identifies the lone source of all relationship issues and provides ground breaking solutions while most of us occasionally love freely and honestly it is frequently difficult to maintain this in our most intimate relationships where it counts most why are human relationships so challenging and tough if love is so great and powerful if love is the source of joy and happiness why is it so difficult to completely embrace it and allow it to rule our lives rachel b large answers these queries in this book and demonstrates how to get past the most basic barrier standing in the way of our lives being fully blossomed by love in the first chapter of perfect love imperfect relationships the author demonstrates how a common wound of the heart underlies all of our interpersonal issues and has an impact not only on the quality of our interpersonal relationships but also on the quality of living in general this profound wound manifests as a pervasive state of unloved a conviction that we are not inherently lovable in our current state it disables our ability to trust making it difficult for us to open up to and allow love to easily flow through us despite the fact that we may be in need of it through learning to accept these flaws both within ourselves and within our relationships as trail markers on the way to great love this book takes the reader on a transformative journey of healing and transformation it outlines a procedure for letting go of long held grudges we harbor against other people for not loving us better and against ourselves for not being loved better additionally it demonstrates how our desire for love can attract the great love that will set us free from the need to seek outside of ourselves for identity this ground breaking book offers profound and useful advice for mending both our relationships and our troubled world it is written with penetrating realism and a new lyrical language that respects the subtlety and richness of our relationship to love itself.
Love and Marriage

problems with dating and marriage are often about nothing which can be funny if they don t involve you fortunately you are not involved in the problems shown in this book so you might enjoy the humor also fortunately you probably have had similar problems so that you will relate to and understand many of the cartoons the problems presented are not the big ones with names like infidelity money illness or booze they are the little ones without names that can happen many times a day to couples who are doing well no books or psychological counselors worth their salt even deal with problems at this level however the problems are annoying and as long as they re around we might as well make lemonade out of these lemons and have a good laugh and maybe a little more insight

Lovescapes, Mapping the Geography of Love

lovescapes introduces the reader to the various meanings and manifestations of love and its many cognates such as compassion caring altruism empathy and forgiveness it addresses how love and compassion have been understood in history and the religions of the world it goes on to explore the ways that our environments and heredity influence our capacity to love and suggests ways to cultivate love and compassion in one s life the book shows how the values of love and compassion are integral to finding humane solutions to the daunting problems we face as individuals as a human family and as an earth community a world in crisis lovescapes has the following features describing how love is the essence of the divine and therefore the ground of reality understanding the meaning of love and its place in our lives learning how love and compassion have been understood across history culture and tradition gaining insight about how to increase our capacity to love and show compassion discerning how love and compassion can be applied in all aspects of our lives in the regions where we live and in our global setting

Love/imperfect

new short stories from christopher t leland that explore love in all of its forms and complexities

Picture Imperfect: A Fake Relationship Romantic Comedy with a Twist

boy meets girl they make a quick deal fake relationship and they don t fall in love wait what the new tight end for the new york sharks brent crawford is one of the sexiest men alive but he needs an image makeover with allegations of assault his sponsors are threatening to drop him he needs a miracle he needs gwen mcdougall former fashion model and national heroic sweetheart gwen immerses herself into photography wanting to be on the other side of the lens for a change she wants more from her photography jobs than premeditated shots of b list celebutantes and now is her chance gwen just has to agree to help brent shine up his tarnished reputation easy peasy after all he s brent crawford it s picture perfect but brent s not the crawford brother she wants suddenly picture perfect is rather imperfect not your typical fake relationship romance can be read as a stand alone novel and has a guaranteed hea

Awakened Relating

2018-07-01
full of wisdom as well as practical guidance about how to bring spiritual illumination into the very heart of our humanness. John Welwood, author of Perfect Love Imperfect Relationships and Journey of the Heart, our natural state is to love and be loved from deep within. We're compelled to seek connection, yet relationships remain a struggle even for the most spiritually enlightened among us. Traumatic experiences, insecure attachment, and especially the false but commonly held belief that we are separate both from each other and from the love we seek can cause endless problems in relationships. As long as our connections are built on this untruth, lasting love and harmony in relationship will elude us. Awakened relating can help written by a licensed therapist and pioneer in bringing the most direct teachings of non-duality into the practice of psychotherapy, this book offers practical guidance for improving relationships through awakened relating. A more enlightened experience of falling in love, communication, conflict resolution, and sexuality with examples, guidelines, and experiential inquiries for realizing your true nature. This book will dispel common myths and mistaken beliefs about intimacy and help you cultivate a loving relationship with yourself and others, including inspirational stories of people who practice awakened relating in their own lives. This book will show you how to identify, transform, and resolve the deep psychological issues that prevent you from having the harmonious loving relationships you seek. Now is the time to realize the deep and ever present love that exists within and all around you.

The Mindful Relationship

2019-10-29

A little something you can do every day to grow closer together. Develop growth and harmony with the mindful relationship. It's an easy guide that uses self-awareness to manage conflict, strengthen communication, and deepen intimacy between partners. It also offers mindfulness tools that create a new path toward feeling more seen and loved. It's one of the only relationship books based in using meditation and therapy to help you feel more grounded and attentive. Move beyond bias and judgment and keep happiness at the center of your partnership. The Mindful Relationship features everything relationship books should personal and shared. These exercises can be done as a couple or on your own. Practice makes habit. Turn these practices into habits that will positively impact all of your relationships. A journey of growth starts seeing yourself, your relationship, and your partner more mindfully. Make your relationship a sustainable one with techniques that you won't find in other relationship books.

Imperfect Arrangements: The Uplifting and Heartwarming Love Stories of Three Sister-friends

2020-03-06

A novel set in contemporary Ghana exploring the romantic relationships of three professional women and their partners.

Renewal

2010-05-25

Our culture is showing the cracks of a growing fracture. Soaring divorce rates, a crippled economy that rewards the few and punishes the many, religious fueled hatred record rates of depression—the headlines paint a grim picture. We inhabit a society that desperately needs fixing. As Rabbi Shmuley Boteach reveals in his new book, Renewal, our society can be made whole again when we as individuals make the choice to live a life based on values. For too long, conversations about values have been derailed by political movements trying to score points over hot button issues like gay marriage or abortion. Boteach, one of our wisest and most respected counselors and spiritual experts, reaches deep into our history and into our shared religious legacy to revive the key universal values of Judaism for our struggling world. He presents these age-old ideas as guideposts for the challenges of modern times. These values, whose roots are in the Bible and thousands of years of Jewish spiritual living, can be applied to anyone in the modern world from Christians and Muslims to atheists and agnostics who want to renew their existence and recommit themselves to the most precious things in life. Renewal shows everyone how to use the timeless values of the Hebrew Bible and Judaism to live a more fulfilling modern life. Destiny. Unlike the Greeks who believed that life was scripted from birth, the Jews believe in destiny. In short, they reject the idea of tragic
fates and instead champion the individuals capacity to create their own destiny through individual choice
redemption christians and muslims emphasize salvation or the need for man to become spiritual to refine his
character and earn a place in heaven but jews believe in world redemption the capacity for the individuals to
make heaven here on earth for the betterment of the community action what you do is more important than what
you believe good deeds always supersede good dogma enlightenment jews are an infinitely curious people and
believe that the great bane of existence boredom can only be cured by knowledge marriage marriage refers not
just to the institution but rather the softening of the masculine by exposure to the feminine a culture that does not
know how to respect women is bound to collapse struggle it is wrestling with our nature rather than attaining
perfection that constitutes true righteousness everyone is somehow flawed but righteousness is found in the
struggle to do right amid a predilection to act selfishly sacred time whereas other religions sanctify space jewish
values privilege special moments the sabbath day the holiest day of the week provides a time for connecting with
family and friends

The Imperfect Man Vol. 3
2012-05-01
troy d haskin has done it again people in the first 2 volumes he takes you on relationship roller coaster ride and
epic journey covering so many aspects envolving the dating world and beyond in this volume he does that and
more by making this his most in depth relationship advice book yet not only does he teaches the world how to re
evaluate how they pursue relationships and each other he covers the dating world from a black male female
perspective if you haven t gotten the previous volumes of this awesome series i truly don t know what you all are
waiting on seriously this volume not only covers 10x as much but the chapters are far longer and detailed also
finally you all actually have an author who know s not only how to draw ever reader in but also command their
attention the imperfect man vol 3 first 2 chapters free download now mediafire com 5zzcj44e137p5q3

Imperfect Misfits
2017-12-10
tiasha i am very annoyed aakaash that s your job tiasha good that you are doing it well tiasha and i am very
serious aakaash when are you not tiasha argh i hate you aakaash aakaash thank god for small mercies just like a
scoop of vanilla ice cream makes the sizzling chocolate brownie delicious these best friends complimented each
other a chef by passion tiasha jumps and waves through her professional choices while aakaash the witty stand
up comedian knows exactly what he wants he was the tranquility which refugees crave to stay in and she was the
refugee who wanted to wander and explore imperfect misfits is a story of perfect misfits food frolic emotions
and their endless imperfections the question is will their friendship survive through this wavy journey of love

Divinely Attuned
2012-10
imagine discovering more of who you and your partner are meant to be and increasing your love intimacy and
spiritual awareness all at the same time divinely attuned stands at the intersection of spirituality science and
psychology guiding you and your partner to a new level of intimacy and spirituality with a minimum of technical
jargon and an abundance of positive straightforward language you ll learn how to use neuroscience psychology
and spiritual practice to help your good relationship become more vibrant than ever dr richard has given the
world a gift her gentle wisdom and counsel on the intersection of love and the divine in relationship as a
psychotherapist she deftly combines new brain science with ancient knowledge taking readers deeper into their
understanding of what creates a satisfying connection with a beloved partner dr richard includes inspiring
exercises and activities for couples to do together so that they can experience divine attunement for themselves
uniquely this book includes a discussion of sexuality as an expression of divine love along with practical tips for
better sex at any age the reader who picks up this book will surely be glad they did dr stephanie buehler author
love sex and mental illness a couple s guide to staying connected
Shadow, Self, Spirit - Revised Edition

new and enlarged edition transpersonal psychology concerns the study of those states and processes in which people experience a deeper sense of who they are or a greater sense of connectedness with others with nature or the spiritual dimension pioneered by respected researchers such as jung maslow and tart it has nonetheless struggled to find recognition among mainstream scientists now that is starting to change dr michael daniels teaches the subject as part of a broadly based psychology curriculum and this new and enlarged edition of his book brings together the fruits of his studies over recent years it will be of special value to students and its accessible style will appeal also to all who are interested in the spiritual dimension of human experience the book includes a detailed 38 page glossary of terms and detailed indexes

Loving an Imperfect Man

this groundbreaking guide is for every woman who is ready to create a stronger healthier more satisfying partnership unlike other relationship books which focus on changing a mate loving an imperfect man provides a road map to a totally different path a path whose focus is solely on you your personal growth your healing your getting in touch with your inner worth i m perfectly happy with the man in my life after spending more than ten years working with thousands of women nationally acclaimed lecturer and bestselling author ellen sue stern is convinced that deep within every woman s heart that ideal is what she yearns for the good news is that despite their discontent the majority of women remain committed to the possibility of improving their relationships the bad news is that many women are starting to run out of ideas patience and time put yourself in charge now and stop waiting for your partner to fulfill your dreams loving an imperfect man is the winning blueprint to discovering how to love and accept your man for who he is and reinvest your energy toward becoming the strong powerful and deserving woman you truly are

Manifesting Wealth

learn how to manifest a life of wealth and abundance in manifesting wealth taylor ellwood shares holistic wealth magic techniques and practices that teaches you how to manifest a life of wealth and abundance for yourself in this book you will learn financial tips and resources to reduce debt and improve investments how to proactively plan for a happier healthier life how to define what wealth means to you and start manifesting it in your life how to create and sustain proactive relationships with the people in your life how and when to apply wealth magic to manifest prosperity in your life if you want to manifest a life of wealth you need to learn the skills and techniques that will help you proactively and holistically shape your life to create that wealth this book will teach you those skills and the practical magic to manifest prosperity love and health in your life

Loveability

2013-03-01
a joyous reminder of the transformative power of love in the world dr brian weiss author of many lives many masters holds writes with a sense of humor clarity and compassion about the depth of love we are all capable of and in fact we all embody a joyful illuminating book to read sharon salzberg author of lovingkindness love is
your destiny it is the purpose of your life it is the key to your happiness and to the evolution of the world loveability is a meditation on love it addresses the most important thing you will ever learn all the happiness health and abundance you experience in life comes from your ability to love and be loved this ability is innate not acquired robert holden is the creator of a unique program on love called loveability which he teaches worldwide he has helped thousands of people to transform their experience of love here he weaves a beautiful mix of timeless principles and helpful practices about the nature of true love with great intimacy and warmth he shares stories conversations meditations and poetry that have inspired him in his personal inquiry on love key themes include your destiny is not just to find love it is to be the most loving person you can be self love is how you are meant to feel about yourself it is the key to loving others when you think something is missing in a relationship it is probably you forgiveness helps you to see that love has never hurt you it is only your misperceptions of love that hurt the greatest influence you can have in any situation is to be the presence of love love is the real work of your life says robert as you release the blocks to love you flourish even more in your relationships work and life

Forever Just Married

2016-12-27

it is said that every life has a story and every story has a lesson forever just married is the story of a young man and woman who fell madly in love the first time they met and parlayed the initial fireworks into an amazing 55 year relationship overcoming betrayal heartbreak and deception the result is a unique coupling of two strong willed independent people who grew both individually and together because of one important decision they made along the way we will give in but we will never give up both agree they have been divorced and remarried many times but always to the same person the story traces the amazing journey of marilyn and kent pelz from their initial blind date in 1961 in mission hills kansas to their 30 year stint in one house overlooking the pacific ocean in malibu california to their current lives as minister and spiritual counselors in san jose in this book kent and marilyn reveal the major challenges they faced how they overcame these challenges and the lessons they learned about how to create a workable and sustainable relationship with each other and others forever just married is a chronological overview of the authors married life they highlight a particular struggle or unconscious behavior that played out over their lifetimes and how they overcame it and the lessons they learned they offer suggested exercises that the reader and his her partner can utilize to fully benefit from the authors life experiences

Life Lessons from Therese of Lisieux

2022-10-21

meet st thérèse as never before in this latest book from br joseph schmidt he provides practical teachings on how to live a life of grace and gratitude derived directly from the qualities and lessons that thérèse learned to rely upon each chapter contains material directly from the writings and life experience of thérèse as well as mentoring messages that connect her wisdom with daily life today it s like having st thérèse as your spiritual director and what could be better than that

Innocence Remembered, a Path to Personal and Global Healing

2009-09-01

innocence remembered takes you on a journey through the mysteries of human nature and discusses the key aspects of good health and healing the main objective is to point out how beliefs of right and wrong and guilt and innocence affect our everyday lives on a personal as well as on a global level after completing this journey you will understand why we continue to create dis ease and suffering and how we can change course you will feel more compassionate with yourself and others have more trust in the benevolence of the universal forces and create your experiences from a heightened sense of peace innocence remembered is filled with invaluable information for anyone who is interested in personal healing spiritual growth ecological and economical balance
Imperfect Phrases For Relationships: 101 COMMON Things You Should Never Say To Someone Important To You...And What To Say Instead

2016-02-16

increasingly we seem to live in a culture of fear amid threats of terrorism violence environmental disasters and distrust in our leaders fear and groundlessness are pervasive but according to buddhist teacher gaylon ferguson it is the very potency of this fear that makes it such a powerful tool for personal and cultural transformation natural bravery offers wise and pointed teachings for helping us to look at fear with immediacy and courage and to engage with it as a path to transform ourselves and the world walking this path we learn to cultivate fearlessness and to connect more deeply with others and with the natural world

Natural Bravery

2013-06-15

winner of the 2014 silver independent publisher book award in the relationship category and winner of the spirituality and practice award as one of the best spiritual books of 2013 the search for inner peace is often met with what seems like a conflicting path the irresistible pull of love and connection with others to which we are drawn reconciling these opposites john amodeo shows how spirituality and vibrant relationships are identical he says that buddha s concept of the root of suffering is misunderstood it is not desire that causes suffering desire is the fire that springs from the basic life force drawing upon the science of attachment theory amodeo illuminates how the root of our suffering is disconnection from ourselves and others which is fueled by clinging to what doesn t serve us in a conversational tone amodeo presents relationship as sacred experience he teaches how to welcome desire mindfully rather than suppress it and how to overcome fear of failure in relating he also discusses meditation as self intimacy and holding ourselves with loving kindness lastly he explores the role of community in spiritual awakening and the issue of whom to trust our guru or ourselves

Dancing with Fire

2019-11-12

we all have past experiences we wish we could redo or undo altogether in nothing wasted counselor and teacher kasey van norman s vulnerability invites you to discover god s personal and purposeful design for your future not in spite of your story but through it what if the pain and mistakes of your past are exactly what god wants to use to redeem your future a difficult childhood public infidelity and a fight with cancer kasey van norman has walked a rocky road of regret and loss shockingly god would take her back to move her forward uprooting her undealt with wounds secret shame and intimacy sabotaging patterns of behavior no longer running from her past but instead allowing herself to be defined by it kasey discovered a god more intentional and loving than she d ever believed him to be in this book she shares the truth that no part of our life story is wasted but purposefully designed and used by god to shape who we are meant to be with vulnerability sound doctrine and humor kasey unfolds the brokenness in her own life to remind you that a holy sovereign god lovingly works through your past mistakes help you look at your own past to embrace it as the necessary setup for your future point to the god who can weave together a beautiful story of redemption in your life no experience or relationship has been a mistake you are no mere byproduct of random events and you do not need a do over because with god nothing is wasted also available video study and study guide

Nothing Wasted

2015-05-31
women face many challenging transitions on the pilgrimage from girlhood through womanhood. Menses, love, and heartbreak, motherhood, menopause, devoid of a central narrative, these rites of passage too often happen in shame and secrecy, leaving women doubting their personal power and self-worth. Bestselling author and founder of the Way of the Happy Woman, Sara Avant Stover, saw how women erroneously viewed these initiations as curses and sought to present a new model that reflected the power and wisdom unique to the feminine path. The Book of SHE celebrates all that it means to be a woman, from mythological underpinnings to the cycles of our day-to-day lives. Drawing on archetypes including Mary Magdalene, the dark goddess, and Green Tara, Stover will guide you on a journey home to psychological wholeness, personal empowerment, and ultimately full feminine spiritual awakening. Brimming with mystery and magic, this provocative book makes ancient wisdom and healing practices accessible to every woman who is ready to revel in her full femininity, the dark and the light through joyfully becoming the heroine of her own life.

The Book of SHE
2009

A treasury of the most notable profound and thought-provoking Buddhism-inspired writing published in the last year, the Best Buddhist Writing 2009 includes interviews with novelists Tom Robbins, guiding principles for a new eco-spirituality from Thich Nhat Hanh, Jack Kornfield’s portrait of the Dalai Lama, Olivia Ames Hlobitzelle on a couple’s journey through Alzheimer’s disease, Dzogchen Ponlop Rinpoche on the true enlightened nature of mind, Wendy Johnson on bringing the beginner’s mind to gardening, a mindfulness practice from Pema Chödrön to help us wake up to the world around us, Joan Halifax on approaching death with fearlessness and compassion, Peggy Rowe Ward and Larry Ward with stories of meditations and exercises for experiencing love in a new and deeper way, Natalie Goldberg on the art of writing personal memoir, Dzigar Kongtrul on our search for happiness, Sharon Salzberg on overcoming passion, aggression, and ignorance in our relationships, Stephanie Kaza on making environmentalism a spiritual path, not just a change in lifestyle, Meshuga Wisdom from Rabbi Rami Shapiro, John Welwood on how we can use our relationships for profound spiritual growth, and much more.
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